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Helm Package Manager for Kubernetes Moves Forward [3]

The official release of version 3.0 of the Helm package manager for Kubernetes is designed to
make it easier for IT organizations to discover and securely deploy software on Kubernetes
clusters more easily.
Taylor Thomas, a core contributor to Helm who is also a software developer for Nike, says for
the last year the committee that oversees the development of Helm under the auspices of the
Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) has been structuring the package manager to
rely more on the application programming interfaces (APIs) that Kubernetes exposes to store
records of installation. Helm Charts, which are collections of YAML files describing a related
set of Kubernetes resources, now can be rendered on the client, eliminating the need for the
Tiller resource management tool resident in the previous release of Helm that ran on the
Kubernetes cluster.
In addition to providing a more secure way to render Helm Charts, Thomas says this approach
provides a more streamlined mechanism for packaging software using Helm. Helm 3.0 also
updates Helm Charts and associated libraries.
Additionally, a revamped Helm Go software development kit (SDK) is designed to make
Helm more accessible, with the aim of sharing and reusing code the Helm community has
open-sourced with the broader Go community, says Thomas.

Gardener Project Update [4]

Last year, we introduced Gardener in the Kubernetes Community Meeting and in a post on the
Kubernetes Blog. At SAP, we have been running Gardener for more than two years, and are
successfully managing thousands of conformant clusters in various versions on all major
hyperscalers as well as in numerous infrastructures and private clouds that typically join an
enterprise via acquisitions.
We are often asked why a handful of dynamically scalable clusters would not suffice. We also
started our journey into Kubernetes with a similar mindset. But we realized that applying the
architecture and principles of Kubernetes to productive scenarios, our internal and external
customers very quickly required the rational separation of concerns and ownership, which in
most circumstances led to the use of multiple clusters. Therefore, a scalable and managed
Kubernetes as a service solution is often also the basis for adoption. Particularly, when a larger
organization runs multiple products on different providers and in different regions, the number
of clusters will quickly rise to the hundreds or even thousands.
Today, we want to give an update on what we have implemented in the past year regarding
extensibility and customizability, and what we plan to work on for our next milestone.
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